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Outline
• Features of psoriatic arthritis in the foot
• Gaps in our knowledge
• Patient experience of foot problems related to psoriatic arthritis
• Key take home messages
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Background
• Previously considered a mild disease
• 50% develop progressive arthritis
• Impairment of joint function, deformity
and impact on quality of life

(a) Marked bony resorption

• High levels of unemployment and long term
work disability
(b) Telescoping digit

Psoriatic arthritis
CLINICAL FEATURES OF PSORIATIC ARTHRITIS

Small joint
arthritis

Enthesitis

Sausage toe

Nail psoriasis

Skin psoriasis
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Foot and ankle
84%
82%
75%
72%

Large UK clinical study of 104 people with psoriatic arthritis found over 60% of the sample reported foot pain, 95% had deformity in the
forefoot, 65% in the rearfoot, a high frequency of tendon problems, and skin and nail psoriasis was found in 8% and 13% respectively

Patient perspective
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Research design
• Concepts important to people with the condition
• Health professionals understanding of the patient experience
• Locally representative data

Patient experience.

Representative group.

Local data

Impact overview
Impact on daily life
Impact on function

Impact on work
Impact on social life

Foot problems

Impact on family
Impact on body Image

Impact on emotions

Factors reducing impact
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Signs and symptoms

Impact on body image

“I feel a bit embarrassed to walk alongside with my
family members because I mean, I used to be limping”
“everybody’s eyes goes there… people
will be asking me ‘what’s wrong with
your feet?’…It doesn’t feel good”
“I don't do much
for the simple fact I
get embarrassed”
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Impact on foot function
“when I get out of bed um
it’s extremely painful”

“you can’t walk, you can’t
run, you can’t do anything
you want to do”

“The most troublesome thing at
the moment is just not being able
to walk at a normal speed”

“No it’s very important, the
feet is the main thing to move
me here and there you know.
So when the pain is there I’m
just locked. The other things ok
so I don't move my hands or
move my arms, my fingers I can
do, but if I can’t drive, can’t
walk, that's the worst thing”

Impact on daily life
‘incapacitating’, ‘disturbing’,
‘debilitating’, ‘really impossible’,
‘disaster’, ‘distressing’,
‘a nightmare’, ‘life is ruined’

“Um like I feel older than I am…like it makes
me sad because I can’t do things but I just
put up with it...I just have to deal with it”

“I have to change my life around…I can’t do
a quarter of the stuff I used to do”
“Um ruined, like err useless. Yeah because
some days I have to take the kids and some
days I can’t take them because of the pain I
feel uncomfortable you know. If I can’t put my
feet down and drive the car. And I have to
take them to the park, to walk or push the
bike or something. It makes me sad”

“I can’t actually look under the sole of my foot,
because I can’t get the angle so you really
don’t know what’s going on under there”
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Impact on family, social and work life
Family
“sometimes I feel bad for
everything, like I’m a
disappointment to my wife”
“I think because I’ve got kids
it’s not really the worry for
myself. I don’t want to miss
out on stuff for them”

Social

“you know on the odd occasion you’re invited
to a wedding or, like you know like, last year
before I had a couple of weddings to go to and
“Oh very painful yep. And I can’t
I just bought some, you know, I was just
really
go out
with
much.
I
running around
trying
to friends
find a pair
of shoes
really
just
stay
at
home”
that was um comfortable. And um I ended up
buying a pair of shoes which by the time I got
to the reception I was already dreading that I’d
don’tthem.
like to
goitout
even“Ibought
And
wasbecause
just um, you
I hate
wearing,
can’t wear
can’t even
enjoy
yourselfI because
you’re in
pain and yousome
are just
thinking
how
sort of shoes” the hell do
I get out of here and I just want to go home”

Work
“I quit my job...because it’s
mostly you have to stand”
“you try to keep everything a
secret especially people that
you worked with”

Lack of understanding
“Other people…they don't understand how it does affect your
life with getting up, walking, just simple things”

“they see me like this they think I am
healthy, but the pain is there”

Self-management strategies
“And it’s good, I mean it feels so good to be
able to walk around and not be in pain you
know what I mean. Like um or not have to
shuffle around or err know confidently that
you can, you know, you can go for a walk at
lunch time and you’re not going to, you know,
be in pain by the time you get back”

• Positive coping skills

“if I was in pain I would still force
myself to participate”

• Ability to self care

• Finding suitable footwear

“I still have to do what I have to do. I
just try and do less of it. Like I try and
rest in between… but some days I can’t
keep pushing myself…”

“I’m at the point now where I
wouldn’t mind. In the past I
wouldn’t have done it.”
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Key findings
• Patient perspectives – insight into the widereaching impact, spread across all aspects of life
• Lack of understanding about the disease
– by patients and their family and friends
– by health professionals

• Better coping with
– readily available social support
– access to health care support

Impact and Beyond
• Dissemination
• National survey
– Better understanding
– Population-based data

• www.psoriaticfootarthritis.com
Changes to practice. Service provision and access.
Improvements in health care
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Any questions?
Professor Deborah Turner

Kate Carter
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Email: kate.carter@westernsydney.edu.au
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